LIST OF CLUBS IN ALASKA:
BARROW  
BREVIG MISSION  
KAKE  
KIVALINA  
KLANOCK  
KOTZEBU  
NAKnek  
NOOME  
NOORVIK  
SAND POINT  
SELAWIK  
ST. MARY'S  
TOGIAK  
TYONEK
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COYOTE VALLEY  
SIHC  
RED CLIFF Band of Chippewa
YUROK (2)  
WALKER RIVER  
Paiute
HOopa VALLEY  
Hualapai  
Turtle Mountain Band of Chippewa
FLATHEAD (2)  
NAKNEK  
Salt River (2)
Fishing (12)  
Cohoe  
Bois Forte (2)

Established sites and units = 208